Designers of medical devices can now have both a low friction PTFE coating and permanent, contrasting, highly visible marks, bands or text/numbers within a medical grade PTFE coating.

Visi Mark™ provides permanent alpha-numeric characters to denote manufacturing codes, date, style, etc. The combination of both banding and alpha-numeric characters is available for cannulas, guidewires, and any medical device to which SSG applies PTFE and other specialized coatings.

Designers have many options with Visi Mark™ to create the identification and marking pattern they want.

- **Visi Mark™**
  - Banding and bar code identification
- **Visi Mark™ AM**
  - Alpha numeric codes of any combination
- **Visi Mark™ S**
  - Spiral Stripes on Guidewires
- Any combination of banding, alpha numeric codes, or spiral stripes you design

Imagine permanent markings within and clearly readable as part of a PTFE medical grade coating in contrasting colors of your choice. Now, all of the above are available with Visi Mark™, Visi Mark™ AM, and Visi Mark™ S or any combination of your choice.

Visi Mark™ is available in several base colors & contrasting marks
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